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Abstract

Understanding realistic visual scene images together
with language descriptions is a fundamental task towards
generic visual understanding. Previous works have shown
compelling comprehensive results by building hierarchical
structures for visual scenes (e.g., scene graphs) and natural
languages (e.g., dependency trees), individually. However,
how to construct a joint vision-language (VL) structure has
barely been investigated. More challenging but worthwhile,
we introduce a new task that targets on inducing such a joint
VL structure in an unsupervised manner. Our goal is to
bridge the visual scene graphs and linguistic dependency
trees seamlessly. Due to the lack of VL structural data, we
start by building a new dataset VLParse. Rather than us-
ing labor-intensive labeling from scratch, we propose an
automatic alignment procedure to produce coarse struc-
tures followed by human refinement to produce high-quality
ones. Moreover, we benchmark our dataset by proposing a
contrastive learning (CL)-based framework VLGAE, short
for Vision-Language Graph Autoencoder. Our model ob-
tains superior performance on two derived tasks, i.e., lan-
guage grammar induction and VL phrase grounding. Abla-
tions show the effectiveness of both visual cues and depen-
dency relationships on fine-grained VL structure construc-
tion.

1. Introduction
Visual scene understanding has long been considered a

primal goal for computer vision. Going beyond the success
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Figure 1. Task illustration of VLParse. Different node types
are identified by their background colors and the yellow areas
indicate first-order relationships (§3.1).

of high-accurate individual object detection in complicated
environments, various attempts have been made for higher-
order visual understanding, such as predicting an explain-
able, structured, and semantically-aligned representation
from scene images [18, 22, 41]. Such representations not
only provide fine-grained visual cues for low-level recog-
nition tasks, but have further demonstrated their applica-
tions on numerous high-level visual reasoning tasks, e.g.,
visual question answering (VQA) [34, 50], image caption-
ing [3, 44], and scene synthesis [18, 21].

Scene graph (SG), one of the most popular visual struc-
tures, serves as an abstraction of objects and their com-
plex relationships within scene images [22, 26]. Conven-
tional scene graph generation models recognize and pre-
dict objects, attributes, relationships, and their correspond-
ing semantic labels purely from natural images in a fully-
supervised manner [33, 43]. Despite the promising perfor-
mance achieved on large-scale SG benchmarks, these meth-
ods suffer from limitations on existing datasets and task set-
ting [13]. First, a comprehensive scene graph requires dif-
ferent semantic levels of visual understanding [27], whilst
most current datasets only capture a small portion of acces-
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sible semantics for classification [13], which will cause the
prediction model bias towards those most-frequent labels.
Second, building such datasets requires exhaustive label-
ing of bounding boxes, relations, and corresponding seman-
tics, which are time-consuming and inefficient. Third, it
is typically hard to induce a semantically-consistent graph-
ical structure solely from visual inputs, which typically
requires an extra visual relation recognition module with
heavy manually-labeled supervision.

Different from dense and noisy visual information, natu-
ral language directly provides symbolic and structured in-
formation (e.g., grammar) to support the comprehension
process. Researches on language structure induction can
date back to early computational linguistic theories [4, 5, 6].
Empowered by advances in deep learning techniques, a va-
riety of neural structured prediction algorithms were pro-
posed to analyze more complicated structure information
and apply them to natural language tasks [9, 10, 23].
Dependency tree (DT) parsing, as one essential branch of
language structured prediction, aims to generate a parse
tree that is composed of vertices representing each word’s
semantic and syntactic meanings, and directed edges rep-
resenting the dependency relationships among them. Of
note, such tree structure shares a similar idea as in SG.
However, the ground truth structure (commonly referred to
as “gold structure”) requires professional linguists’ label-
ing. To mitigate the data issue, pioneer works have also
demonstrated the success of DT learning in an unsupervised
schema [19, 23].

In this work, we leverage the best of both modalities and
introduce a new task – unsupervised vision-language (VL)
parsing (short for VLParse) – aiming to devise a joint
VL structure that bridges visual scene graphs with linguis-
tic dependency trees seamlessly. By “seamless”, we mean
that each node in the VL structure shall present the well-
aligned information of some node in SG and DT, so are
their relationships, as shown in Figure 1. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that formally defines
the joint representation of VL structure with dependency
relationships. Respecting the semantic consistency and in-
dependent characteristics, the joint VL structure consid-
ers both the shared multimodal instances and the indepen-
dent instances for each modality. In such a heterogeneous
graph, semantically consistent instances across two graphs
(DT and SG) are aligned in different levels, which maxi-
mizes the retention of the representation from two modal-
ities. Some previous attempts have shown the benefits of
exploring multi-modality information for structured under-
standing. For example, Shi et al. [31] first proposes a vi-
sually grounded syntax parser to induce the language struc-
ture. [46, 48] further exploit visual semantics to improve the
structure for language. These structures, however, are still
for language syntactic parsing rather than for joint vision-

language understanding. One closest work to us is VL-
Grammar [17], which builds separate image structures and
language structures via compound PCFG [23]. However,
the annotations (i.e., segmentation parts) are provided in ad-
vance.
VLParse aims to conduct thoughtful cross-modality

understanding and bridge the gap between multiple sub-
tasks: structure induction for the image and language sep-
arately and unsupervised visual grounding. As a complex
task, it is comprised of several instances, such as objects,
attributes, and different levels of relationships. The interac-
tions among different instances and subtasks can provide
rich information and play a complementary or restrictive
role during identification and understanding.

To address this challenging task, we propose a
novel contrastive learning (CL)-based architecture, Vision-
Language Graph Autoencoder (VLGAE), aiming at con-
structing a multimodal structure and aligning VL informa-
tion simultaneously. The VLGAE is comprised of fea-
ture extraction, structure construction, and cross-modality
matching modules. The feature extraction module extracts
features from both modalities and builds representations
for all instances in DT and SG. The structure construc-
tion module follows the encoder-decoder paradigm, where
the encoder obtains a compressed global VL representa-
tion from image-caption pair using attention mechanisms;
the decoder incorporates the inside algorithm to construct
the VL structure recursively as well as compute the pos-
teriors of spans. The VL structure induction is optimized
by Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) with a nega-
tive likelihood loss. For cross-modality matching, we com-
pute the vision-language matching score between visual im-
age regions and language contexts. We further enhance
the matching score with posterior values achieved from the
structure construction module. This score is used to pro-
mote the cross-modality fine-grained correspondence with
the supervisory signal of the image-caption pairs via a CL
strategy; see Figure 3 and Section 5 for details.

In summary, our contributions are five-fold: (i) We de-
sign a joint VL structure that bridges visual scene graph
and linguistic dependency tree; (ii) We introduce a new
task VLParse for better cross-modality visual scene un-
derstanding (§4); (iii) We present a two-step VL dataset
creation paradigm without labor-intensive labelling and de-
liver a new dataset (§3); (iv) We benchmark our dataset
with a novel CL-based framework VLGAE (§5); (v) Empir-
ical results demonstrate significant improvements on single
modality structure induction and cross-modality alignment
with the proposed framework.

2. Related Work
Weakly-supervised Visual Grounding Visual

grounding (VG) aims to locate the most relevant object or
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region in an image referred by natural language expressions,
such as phrases [39], sentences [1, 34] or dialogues [50].
Weakly-supervised visual phrase grounding, which infers
region-phrase correspondences using only image-sentence
pairs, has drawn researchers’ attention. There are multiple
approaches to weakly-supervised visual phrase grounding.
Gupta et al. [14] leverage contrastive learning to train
model based on image-sentence pairs data. Wang et al. [38]
build visually-aware language representations for phrases
that could be better aligned with the visual representations.
Wang et al. [36] develop a method to distill knowledge from
Faster R-CNN for weakly supervised phrase grounding.

Language sentences contain rich semantics and syntac-
tics information. Thus, some researches focus on how to
extract and leverage useful information in a sentence to fa-
cilitate visual grounding. For example, Xiao et al. [42]
use the linguistic structure of natural language descriptions
for visual phrase grounding. Yu et al. [45] learn to parse
captions automatically into three modular components re-
lated to subject appearance, location, and relationship to
other objects, which get rich different types of information
from sentences. In this work, we propose to induce struc-
tures from realistic image-caption pairs without any struc-
ture annotations, nor phrase-region correspondence annota-
tions. Note that different from Wang et al. [37] who predict
the corresponding regions for a given set of noun phrases,
noun phrases in VL grammar induction are unknown and all
spans in the VL structure are corresponding regions in the
image.

Language Dependency Parsing Dependency parsing,
a fundamental challenge in natural language processing
(NLP), aims to find syntactic dependency relations between
words in sentences. Due to the challenge of achieving
gold structures for all available language corpus, unsuper-
vised dependency parsing, whose goal is to obtain a de-
pendency parser without using annotated sentences, has at-
tracted more attention over recent years. The pioneer work
Dependency Model with Valence (DMV) [25] proposes to
model dependency parsing as a generative process of de-
pendency grammars. Empowered by deep learning tech-
niques, NDMV [19] employ neural networks to capture the
similarities between part-of-speech (POS) tags, and learn
the grammar based on DMV. However, generative mod-
els often are limited by independence assumption, so more
researchers have paid attention to autoencoder-based ap-
proaches [2], e.g., Discriminative NDMV (D-NDMV) [15].

Visual-Aided Grammar Induction Visual-aided
word representation learning and sentence representation
learning achieve positive results. Shi et al. [31] first propose
the visually grounded grammar induction task and present
a visually-grounded neural syntax learner (VG-NSL).
They use an easy-first bottom-up parser [12] and use
REINFORCE [40] as gradient estimator for image-caption

matching. Zhao and Titov [49] propose an end-to-end
training algorithm for Compound PCFG [24], a powerful
grammar inducer. Jin and Schuler [20] formulate a differ-
ent visual grounding task. They use an autoencoder as a
visual model and fuse language and vision features on the
hidden states. Different from visually-grounded grammar
induction, we not only care about the language structure
accuracy but also the fine-grained alignment accuracy.

3. The VLParse Dataset

In this section, we start by formalizing the joint VL struc-
ture to represent the shared semantics for vision and lan-
guage. Then we introduce how the dataset, VLParse, is
formed in a semi-automatic manner.

3.1. Joint Vision-Language Structure

The vision-language (VL) structure is composed of a vi-
sual structure SG, a linguistic structure DT and a hierarchi-
cal alignment between SG and DT.

Scene graph (SG) We define SG on an image I as
a structured representation composed of three types of
nodes: T “ tOBJECT, ATTRIBUTE, RELATIONSHIPu, de-
noting the image’s objects features, conceptual attribute
features, and relationship features between two objects.
Each OBJECT node is associated with an ATTRIBUTE

node; between each pair of OBJECT nodes, there exists a
RELATIONSHIP node. Let R be the set of all relationship
types (including “none” relationship), we can denote the set
of all variables in SG as tvclsi , vbboxi , vtypei , viÑj ; i ‰ ju,
where vclsi is the class label of the i-th bounding box,
vbboxi P R4 denotes the bounding box offsets, vtypei P T
is the node type, and viÑj P R is the relationship from
node vi to vj .

Dependency tree (DT) Conventional DT is a hierar-
chy with directed dependency relationships. Given the tex-
tual description denoted as a sequence of N words w “

tw1, w2, ..., wNu, each dependency within DT can be de-
noted as triplet pwi, wj , wiÑjq, representing a parent node
wi, a child node wj and the direct dependency relationship
from wi to wj , respectively. Similar to SG, for each node’s
representation, we additionally append the node’s type la-
bel wtype

i P T . Thus, all variables within in DT becomes
twi, w

type
i , wiÑj ; i ‰ ju.

Alignment The alignment between DT and SG can be
seen as a realization of visual grounding for instances on
different levels of the linguistic structure. We hereby define
three levels of alignment (see Figure 1 for illustration):

• Zero-order Alignment. It defines connections between
each node wi in DT with a node vi in SG.

• First-order Alignment. A first-order relationship can
be defined as a triplet pwi, wj , wiÑjq, including two
nodes and a directed dependency. Then the first-order
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Figure 2. An illustration of the process of the automatic rule-
based alignment. After the process of DT rewriting and DT-SG
alignment, every instance in DT can be aligned to a SG instance.
Through SG, instances in DT can match to image regions.

alignment aims to align the triplet in DT with a similar
triplet pvi, vj , viÑjq in SG.

• Second-order Alignment. A second-order relationship
builds upon the first-order relationship and is repre-
sented as dependencies among three nodes, e.g., wi,
wj , and wk in DT. Similar as the first-order alignment,
the second-order alignment aligns such relationships
between DT and SG with similar semantics.

3.2. Automatic Rule-based Alignment

In practice, the alignment between SG and DT is labor-
intense and expensive to obtain, whilst unlabeled data is low
in cost and large in scale. Thus we design a set of rules
to automatically ground the language instances of DT to
the vision instances of SG. This automatic alignment pro-
vides beneficial information to reduce the labeling burden
on workers. Specifically, we introduce a two-step alignment
process, i.e., rule-based DT rewriting (DT Rewriting) fol-
lowed by the alignment between DT and SG (DT-SG Align-
ment).

DT Rewriting We start by introducing the rewriting
procedure that extends and deforms DT in order to mitigate
the difference between DT and SG. The rewriting considers
two modules:
Type Classification We append the type label xtype

i for
conventional DT. More specifically, we label words from
DT with three node types as follows:

• OBJECT: The OBJECT node in DT is referred as to a
word/phrase that can be grounded to a specific image
area. A noun phrase including all words involved ex-
cept for the attribute is designed as an OBJECT node.

• ATTRIBUTE: The ATTRIBUTE node is mostly an ad-
jective used to decorate its linked OBJECT node. In
our designed rules, we set words with dependency type
acomp (adjectival complement) as ATTRIBUTE nodes.

• RELATIONSHIP: Two OBJECT nodes are linked to
a RELATIONSHIP node with a directed dependency.
OBJECT nodes are connected to each other through a

RELATIONSHIP node. For example in Figure 2, “sit-
ting” as a RELATIONSHIP node between two OBJECT

nodes “drinks” and “table”.
Parent Identification Since it is hard to identify a ground-
ing area in image for an ATTRIBUTE node or a function
word (such as the coordinating conjunction and determiner,
etc.), we instead define words of these types share the cor-
responding OBJECT node’s, says parent nodes’ grounding
area. A parent node is a noun representing the core seman-
tics of a noun phrase and ATTRIBUTE nodes, as dependent,
modify it. This parent-dependent relationship is encoded in
dependency types and dependency directions of DT [7].

Through the rules we design, every word in DT is
assigned with a node type and a parent node. We
design 7 rules for OBJECT-ATTRIBUTE, 12 rules for
RELATIONSHIP-OBJECT, 1 rule for OBJECT-OBJECT, 10
for OBJECT-RELATIONSHIP and 22 rules for function word
processing.1

DT-SG Alignment Based on the rewritten DT, we per-
form DT-SG alignment to map the rewritten DT to SG. In
details, we calculate the similarity score between the SG
node and the word’s parent, and choose top k results as the
alignment result. The words labeled attribute leverage par-
ent to retrieve OBJECT node it attributes in SG. Then we
retrieve the ATTRIBUTE node in the subtree rooted by the
OBJECT node by calculating the similarity score between
the word and ATTRIBUTE node name. An illustration of the
process of alignment from words to SG nodes is shown in
Figure 2.

3.3. Crowd-Sourcing Human Refinement

To obtain a high-quality dataset, a human-refinement
stage is adapted, providing an automatically annotated VL
structure and asking the annotators to output the refined
one. We utilize Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to hire
remotely native speakers to perform a crowd-sourcing sur-
vey.

Human Refinement We create a survey in AMT that
allows workers to assess and refine data generated from the
automatic rule-based alignment stage. We provide workers
with comprehensive instructions and a set of well-defined
examples to judge the quality of alignments, and modify
those unsatisfied ones. During the task, we will show work-
ers an interface with paired images and captions grouped by
the image. We ask workers to check DT, SG, and the cross-
modality alignment. Then the workers correct the inappro-
priate areas when necessary. The final results are combined
using a majority vote.

1The dependencies used here is based on Stanford typed depen-
dencies [7], a framework for annotation of grammar (parts of speech
and syntactic dependencies https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
LDC99T42) [29]. Following [49], a learned parser [47] on this annotated
data is used to label the dependency existence and dependency type.
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Quality Control We adopt a set of measurements for
quality control during the calibration process. Before sub-
mitting the task, the survey will first check the modifying
parts by the worker to ensure that the modifying parts meet
the base requirement: a dependency in DT is aligned to a
RELATIONSHIP node in SG. If we find this kind of mis-
alignment during annotation, we will prompt a message
asking the workers to recheck their annotation. We pub-
lish datasets to workers one by one and request at least two
workers to process the same sample to check whether there
are disagreements. To ensure high-quality labeling, we re-
strict participated workers who have finished 500 human in-
telligence tasks (HITs) with high accuracy in the labeling
history.

We do the post-processing double-check after the human
refinement. We collect the flag disagreements for multi-
ple decisions from several workers. All samples that have
disagreement are double-checked manually by a third-party
worker. We also flag annotations from workers whose work
seems inadequate and filter out their results from the final
collections.

3.4. Dataset Analysis

For the training dataset, we inherit MSCOCO train-
ing dataset [28]2. We annotate VL structures based on
the intersection of MSCOCO dev+test datasets and Visual
Genome [26]. We collect an annotated dataset with 850 im-
ages and 4,250 captions (each image is associated with 5
captions). Then we split the 850 images into dev and test
datasets by 1:1. The remains in dev+test are merged into
the training dataset. Table 1 shows the data summary.

Train Dev Test
# Images 83933 425 425
# Sentences 419665 2125 2125
# Avg. Instances in DT - 20 21
# Avg. Instances in SG - 135 134

Table 1. Data analysis of VLParse. # Avg.: The average num-
ber. Instances include zero-order instances, first-order relation-
ships, and second-order relationships.

3.5. Human Performance

Five different workers are asked to label parse trees of
100 sentences from the test set. A different set of five work-
ers on AMT were asked to align the visual terms and the
language terms on the same sentences and their correspond-
ing images. Then the averaged human performance is cal-
culated as 96.15%.

Based on these observations, our designed dataset
presents language representation and cross-modality under-

2We use the training data split following Zhao and Titov [48]. It con-
tains 82,783 training images, 1,000 validation images, and 1,000 test im-
ages.

standing clearly and keeps vision-language alignment con-
crete. It demonstrates the reliability of our new dataset and
benchmark through manual review.

4. Unsupervised Vision-Language Parsing
In this section, we introduce the task of unsupervised

vision-language (VL) parsing, short for VLParse. We for-
malize the task of VL parsing followed by evaluation met-
rics.

4.1. Task Formulation

Given an input image I and the associating sentence with
a sequence of N words w “ tw1, w2, ..., wNu, the task is
to predict the joint parse tree pt in a unsupervised man-
ner. Specifically, the goal is to induce VL structures from
only image-caption pairs without annotations of DT, SG
nor phrase-region correspondence annotations for training.
Of note, we do use a pre-trained object detector to obtain
50 bounding boxes as candidates, while the labels of the
bounding boxes are not given. For a fully unsupervised set-
ting, the process of obtaining the bounding boxes can be
replaced by an object proposal method (e.g., [35]). Com-
pared with the weakly-supervised scene graph grounding
task as in [32], the scene graphs in VLParse are unknown.
Each OBJECT node in language DT will be mapped to a
box region oi P R4 given M candidate object proposals
O “ toiu

M
i“1 of the corresponding image. So are the rela-

tionships.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

Due to lacking annotations of VL structure, we indirectly
assess our model by two derived tasks from each modality’s
perspective, i.e., language dependency parsing and phrase
grounding.
Directed / Undirected Dependency Accuracy
(DDA/UDA) DDA and UDA are two widely used
evaluation metrics of dependency parsing. DDA denotes
the proportion of tokens assigned with the correct parent
node. UDA denotes the proportion of correctly predicted
undirected dependency relation.
Zero-Order Alignment Accuracy (Zero-AA) Zero-AA
assesses the alignment results on the zero-order level. A
word is considered successfully grounded if two conditions
are satisfied. First, the predicted bounding box of a lan-
guage vertex has at least 0.5 IoU (Intersection over Union)
with the box of ground-truth SG vertex if the ground-truth is
a OBJECT node or ATTRIBUTE node, or the connected two
boxes both have at least 0.5 IoU scores if the ground-truth
is a RELATIONSHIP node. Second, although OBJECT node
and ATTRIBUTE node share the same region, we ask models
to distinguish them.
First/Second-Order Alignment Accuracy (First/Second-
AA) We are also interested in whether the first- and
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second-order relationships remain after alignment to an-
other modality. That is, whether two zero-order instances
(subject and predicate) in the first-order relationship remain
adjacent in the aligned SG. For the second-order relation-
ship, we consider whether three zero-order instances (a sub-
ject, a predicate, and an object) remain adjacent. For the
second-order relationships, there are multiple approach to
connect the three words obj-pred-sub (e.g., objÑpredÑsub
and objÐpredÑsub). We consider them all correct because
distinguishing their adjacency to an unsupervised parser is
more important to identify the semantics.

5. Vision-Language Graph Auto-Encoder

In this section, we introduce a novel CL based architec-
ture, VLGAE, to benchmark the VLParse task. The ar-
chitecture is composed of feature extraction, structure con-
struction and cross-modality matching modules; Figure 3
depicts the overall computational framework. Below we
will discuss details of each module and then the learning
and inference algorithms.

5.1. Modeling

Feature Extraction For visual features, we start by
using an off-the-shelf object detector Faster R-CNN [30]
to generate a set of object proposals (RoIs) O “ toiu

M
i“1

on an input image I and extracting corresponding features
tvoi uMi“1 P RD as OBJECT nodes’ features, where D is the
dimension of each RoI feature. For each OBJECT node voi ,
an ATTRIBUTE node is tagged along, with its feature de-
noted as vai “ MLPpvoi q. For two arbitrary OBJECT nodes
voi and voj , we denote the zero-order RELATIONSHIP node
as vimg

iÑj,0. We also add an dummy node representing the full
image and take the average of all OBJECT node features as
its feature. For all nodes except for OBJECT nodes, we use
randomly initialized neural networks to represent the fea-
tures.

For textual features, each word wi in sentence w is repre-
sented as the concatenation of a pretrained word embedding
wi and a randomly initialized POS tag embedding ti. Sim-
ilar to RELATIONSHIP nodes in SGs, the representation of
dependency between two words, wiÑj is extracted by neu-
ral networks fed with pwi, wjq. We use Biaffine scorers [8]
for the first-order relationship:

w1st,parent
i , w1st,child

i “ MLP1st,parent{child
pwiq

w1st
iÑj “ Biaffinepw1st,parent

i , w1st,child
i q

Biaffinepwi, wjq “ wT
i W1wj ` pwi ` wjqTW2 ` b,

where MLP denotes the multi-layer perceptron, W1, W2

and b are trainable parameters. The calculation of a second-
order relationship’s score follows a similar way.

Structure Construction Inspired by neural DT con-
struction algorithms [15], we use an encoder-decoder
framework that employs the dynamic programming algo-
rithm (namely, inside algorithm) and calculate the posteri-
ors of instances pppt|w, Iq recursively retrieved during the
structure construction.
Encoder The encoder is to produce a joint representa-
tion of an input image I and its corresponding caption w.
Specifically, we obtain contextual encoding c P C by fusing
the text features with the visual information via attention
mechanisms, where C denotes the space for the attended
language context. For each token in captions twiu and
SG representations V “ tvi, viÑju, we calculate attention
scores between them and then obtain weighted summation
over all terms, i.e., ci “

ř

Attnpwi, viqwi. Finally, we use
an average-pooling layer to summarize all information into
a continuous context vector s, which represents the global
information of the vision-language context.
Decoder The decoder generates the tag sequence t and
parse tree pt conditioned on the joint representation s w.r.t.
the joint probability ppt,pt|sq. To consider the exponential
scale of possible parse trees, we use dynamic programming
to consider all possible dependencies over the sentence. Re-
fer to Section 5.2 for the learning process.

Cross-modality Matching We employ cross-modality
matching to align vision and language features in different
levels.
Matching Score We define simp¨, ¨q as the cross-modality
matching function. Following Wang et al. [38], we first
compute the similarity score between each c P C and each
v P V:

simpv, cq “ xv, cy, (1)

where x¨, ¨y is an inter-product function. Heuristically, we
can define the similarity score between instance c and the
entire image I as

simpI, cq “ max
vPV

simpv, cq, (2)

Matching Score Enhanced by Posterior To leverage the
contextual information, we use a posterior ppc|sq computed
from the decoder to reflect how likely c exists given the joint
representation s. Then we fuse the matching scores with
the posteriors to provide an enhanced simliarity function,
sim`pI, cq “ simpI, cq ˆ ppc|sq.

5.2. Learning

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) With the
compressed representation si for image-sentence pair
pIi,wiq, VLGAE generates the tag sequence ti and the
parse tree pt. The learning objective is to maximize the
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conditional log-likelihood of K training sentences:

Lmle “ ´
1

K

K
ÿ

i“1

log pΘpti|wiq

“ ´
1

K

K
ÿ

i“1

log
ÿ

ptPPT psiq

pΘpti,pt|wiq

(3)

where Θ parameterizes the encoder-decoder neural network
and PT psiq denotes the set of all possible parse trees.
Given some Θ, Eqn. (3) can be computed using the in-
side algorithm, an Opn3q dynamic programming procedure.
Therefore, we perform structure construction and parame-
ter learning via an expectation-maximization (EM) process.
Specifically, the E-step is to compute possible structures
given current Θ and the M-step is to optimize Θ by gradient
descent w.r.t. Eqn. (3). Of note, the posterior ppc|sq used for
matching score can be computed in the back-propagation
process [11].

Contrastive Loss Due to the lack of fine-grained an-
notations in an unsupervised setting, the objective refer-
ring to the alignment is employed in a contrastive loss.
The contrastive learning strategy is based on maximizing
the matching score between paired fine-grained instances.
For each c, the sentence’s corresponding image is a posi-
tive example and all the other images in the current batch
are negative examples. Of note, compared with coarse
image-sentence pairs, our design of fine-grained vision-
language alignments yield stronger negative pairs for con-
trastive training. Formally, given a vision-language pair

pw, Iq within a batch, the contrastive loss can be defined
as,

Lclpw, Iq “ Epppt|wq

ÿ

cPpt

ℓpI, cq, (4)

ℓpI, cq “ ´ log
exprsim`pI, cqs

ř

ÎPbatch exprsim`pÎ, cqs
, (5)

where pt is a valid parse tree, Î are negative examples in
a batch. ℓpI, cq shows an possibly aligned pair that ranks
higher than other unaligned ones in a batch.

Finally, the total loss is defined as

Ltot “ p1 ´ λq ¨ Lmle ` λ ¨ Lcl, (6)

where λ is pre-defined to balance different scalars between
two losses.

5.3. Inference

Given a trained model with trained parameters Θ, the
model can predict the VL structure and further the parse
tree of the sentence and its visual grounding on the SG.
The parse tree can be parsed by searching for pt˚ with the
highest conditional probability among all valid parse trees
PT psq using the dynamic programming [25]:

pt˚ “ argmax
ptPPT psq

pppt|s;Θq (7)

For each c P C, we can predict its corresponding image
region omc using enhanced similarity score as in Eqn. (1):
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UDA DDA
Language Only

Left branch 53.61 30.75
Right branch 53.19 23.01

Random 32.44 19.29
DMV [25] 58.06 41.36

D-NDMV [15] 70.77 65.88
Vision-Language (VL)
VLGAE 71.43 67.57

Table 2. Dependency structure induction results on the test split.

v˚ “ argmax
v

sim`pv, cq (8)

It is worth noting that, when the ground truth dependency
tree is known for sentence, we can directly retrieve corre-
sponding scene graph w.r.t. Eqn. (8).

6. Experiments

6.1. Setup

The candidate bounding boxes are given in the following
setting. For an input image, we use an external object detec-
tor, Faster R-CNN as MAF [38], to generate top-50 object
proposals. For each proposal, we use RoI-Align [16] and
global average pooling to compute the object feature [38].
Since we do not have the ground-truth structure of the cap-
tions, we follow [31] and [49] to use predictions as ground
truth produced by an external parser. We report the average
score of three runs with different random seeds.

6.2. Evaluation on Language Structure Induction

We compare VLGAE with prior language-only baselines
on language structure induction using UDA and DDA met-
rics in Table 2. We can obverse a performance boosting
after incorporating visual cues. In particular, VLGAE out-
performs D-NDMV by 1.69% score on DDA and 0.66%
score on UDA.

6.3. Evaluation on Visual Phrase Grounding

In addition to language structure induction, we evalu-
ate our approach on the weakly-supervised visual phrase
grounding task.3 Experimental results in Table 3 show
that VLGAE outperforms the previous mutlimodal baseline
MAF [38] by 1.0%. Moreover, a significant improvement
is observed, especially for high-order relations, indicating
the effectiveness of our multi-order alignments. We also re-
port performance if ground truth bounding boxes (and rela-
tionships) are used as a reference instead of proposals (and
dense connections); see VLGAE: in Table 3.

3We apply the learning strategy of MAF on weakly-supervised visually
grounding of a DT instead of given noun phrases in the training stage.

All Obj. Attr. Rel. First Second
Random 12.2 15.9 9.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
MAF* 27.7 38.5 20.7 0.1 0.0 0.0

VLGAE 28.7 36.1 21.0 10.2 3.4 0.2
VLGAE: 42.3 67.2 41.8 15.9 - -

Table 3. Visual grounding results on the test split. ˚ refers to
re-implemented results. : refers to experiments using gold scene
graphs. All: Zero-AA on all zero-order instances. Obj.: Zero-AA
on objective nodes. Attr.:Zero-AA on attribute nodes. Rel.: Zero-
AA on relationship nodes. First: First-AA. Second: Second-AA.

6.4. Ablation Analysis on Arc Length

We further investigate the recall rate for different lengths
of arcs lenpwiÑjq in Figure 4. The experiments are on
the Dev split. VLGAE enhanced by visual cues has been
proven to boost DDA/UDA than its non-visual version (D-
NDMV) in Table 2. Moreover, this boost is observed not
only on short arcs but also longer arcs. This phenomenon is
contrary to VC-PCFG [49], showing that dependency struc-
tures in VLGAE can be beneficial for all the arcs regardless
of the arc length, compared with constituent structures.

Method
  D-NDMV
  VLGAE

20

4 6 8 10 12 142

30

40

50

60

70

80

Figure 4. DDA of different arc length on the Dev dataset.

7. Conclusion
In this work, we introduce a new task VLParse that

aims to construct a joint VL structure that leverages both
visual scene graphs and language dependency trees in an
unsupervised manner. Meanwhile, we deliver a semi-
automatic strategy for creating a benchmark for the pro-
posed task. Lastly, we devise a baseline framework VLGAE
based on contrastive learning, aiming to construct such
structure and build VL alignment simultaneously. Evalu-
ations on structure induction and visually phrase grounding
show that VLGAE enhanced by visual cues can boost per-
formance than its non-visual version. Despite of the com-
pelling boosted results, the performance on both tasks are
far from satisfactory. Nevertheless, this work sheds light on
explainable multimodal understanding and calls for future
research in this direction.
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